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Steph Yeager and the Plutopians have released two new singles from their forthcoming album Big Sky
Redemption. The first single Travelin Towards A Dream released 8/1/18 and the second single Wild released
9/27/18. Both songs are now available on Spotify and Bandcamp. The full 15 song album is scheduled to
release in early 2019.
In support of Big Sky Redemption Steph will be performing regularly throughout Montana. Additionally Justin
and Steph will be releasing new content online each month including videos, music, and art.
Steph and Justin are available for live shows, interviews, radio performances, and more. Please use the contact
information at the top of the page for all inquiries.
A private press page with music, art, and other promotional materials is available here: stephyeager.com/epk
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Bio:

Wild single artwork

Steph Yeager and the Plutopians is a folk rock band formed in 2018 by Steph Yeager and Justin Birchard. The
longtime friends have worked on many projects in the past including Steph’s first album Campfire Sessions.
Their new album Big Sky Redemption is set to release in early 2019 with songs that range from intimate and
vulnerable to rowdy and reckless. It’s easy to hear the years of songwriting experience that this duo brings to
their live performances and recordings. Steph’s versatile, soulful voice is unmistakable, and Justin’s thoughtful
multi-instrument arrangements provide texture, depth, and color.
Steph lives in Livingston, MT and performs regularly throughout the state. Justin lives near Chicago and
performs frequently in the Midwest. It’s a unique arrangement that spans more than 1,000 miles. Working
remotely together every week, the two have become a well-oiled, DIY machine and have been steadily
releasing content all year.

Web & Social Media:

offial home - plutopians.com
youtube - youtube.plutopians.com
spotify - steph yeager & the plutopians
facebook - facebook.plutopians.com
bandcamp - music.plutopians.com
instagram - @stephy_jeans

